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I would like to begin this column by thanking Marek Chrobak, Lance Fortnow and Brendan
Mumey for giving me this opportunity for continuing the online algorithms column started by
Marek in 2003. I will begin by discussing a problem close to my heart, namely online bin packing.
For the standard version of this problem, there has been very little progress in the last 10 years. I
hope to bring some new attention to this important problem and hopefully convince some of you
to give this some thought. I will also discuss some (but by no means all) recent results in strip
packing and two-dimensional bin packing.

1 The classical bin packing problem

Many of you who read this are probably familiar with the Harmonic algorithm [33] for bin packing.
I will briefly discuss it and various improvements on it that have been suggested, mainly in order to
explain the limitations of this general approach. The best algorithm of this class, Harmonic++,
is the best known online algorithm for this problem (and has been for over ten years now). Here we
use the asymptotic performance ratio (or asymptotic competitive ratio) as performance measure.
That is, we allow an additive constant: an algorithm is C-competitive if for all inputs, it has cost
at most C times the optimal cost plus some fixed constant.

The Harmonic algorithm is defined as follows. Define types for the items based on their sizes:
items with size in the interval (1/(i+ 1), 1/i] are said to be of type i for i = 1, . . . , k − 1 (for some
value of k). For each type, the items are packed in dedicated bins, which contain only items of one
specific type. Hence each bin for type i items contains i items of this type (i = 1, . . . , k − 1). This
leaves items of size at most 1/k: such items are also packed into dedicated bins, but now using
Next Fit [31]. This algorithm has one active (open) bin and packs items into it until some item
does not fit. Then, it closes the active bin (and never uses it again) and opens a new bin.
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What is the worst thing that can happen for this algorithm from the viewpoint of competitive
analysis? We need to find an input for which a very efficient packing exists, but which Harmonic
packs badly. The first thing that can be seen is that w.l.o.g., all items in the input will be of the
form 1/i + ε (for different values of i > 1, and some very small value of ε). This ensures that the
amount of unused space in each bin of Harmonic is maximized. Furthermore, it minimizes the
amount of space that is needed in the optimal solution to pack these items. As it turns out, the
worst case input is given by a sequence of items that is defined as follows. Start with an item of
type 1 and size 1/2 + ε. Now, in each step, add an item of the largest possible type that can fit
with all previous items into a single bin. We can repeat this until the next item will be of type
k. It can be shown that the sizes in this input sequence are given by 1/ti + ε (i ≥ 1), where ti is
defined by

t1 = 2, ti+1 = ti(ti − 1) + 1 i ≥ 1.

The first few numbers of this sequence are 2, 3, 7, 43, 1807. This sequence was first examined by
Sylvester [39].

Since we allow an additive constant to the competitive ratio, in order to turn the above set of
items into a real lower bound input for any online algorithm, we need to repeat each item in the
input N times for some arbitrarily large N . To summarize the preceding discussion, the input has
the following form:

N ×
(

1

2
+ ε

)

, N ×
(

1

3
+ ε

)

, N ×
(

1

7
+ ε

)

, N ×
(

1

43
+ ε

)

, N ×
(

1

1807
+ ε

)

, . . . (1)

where the items are given to the algorithm in order of nondecreasing size. For large k, the resulting
lower bound on the competitive ratio then tends to

h∞ =
∞∑

i=1

1

ti − 1
≈ 1.69103.

Improvements over Harmonic No bounded space algorithm (i.e., an algorithm which has only
a constant number of bins open at any time) can do better than Harmonic. This holds because all
bounded space algorithms need to pack almost all items of the input (1) into dedicated bins that
contain only items of one type, that is, exactly the way Harmonic packs them. For instance, after
all items of size 1

1807
+ ε have arrived, all but a constant number of bins used so far are already

closed, so almost all items of the next size 1

43
+ ε have to be packed into new bins, etc.

However, if we allow unbounded space, it is possible to improve. Looking at the input sequence
(1), it can be seen that Harmonic wastes the most space in the bins containing only items of size
1/2+ε. It would be much better to combine these items with other input items into the same bins.
To do this in a structured way, we can divide the intervals (1/2, 1] and (1/3, 1/2] into two parts, so
that two items of the lower halves of both intervals can definitely be packed together into a single
bin. That is, we have the intervals (1/3, y], (y, 1/2], (1/2, 1− y], (1− y, 1] for some 1/3 < y < 1/2.
Then we reserve some fraction of the bins that are used to pack items of size in (1/3, y] for future
items of size in (1/2, 1 − y] (hoping that such items will indeed arrive). Hence some bins will
contain two items of size in (1/3, y], and some only 1. Items of sizes in (y, 1/2] and (1 − y, 1] are
packed as before. Lee and Lee [33] used this approach with y = 37/96 to get a competitive ratio of
373/228 ≈ 1.6359.
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Figure 1: Breakpoints used by Harmonic-type algorithms, and the 2h + 1 lower bound inputs.
Gray areas indicate sand (tiny items).

Of course, once we have this idea of subdividing the intervals (1/2, 1] and (1/3, 1/2], we can use
more subintervals. Seiden [36] perfected this approach using over 70 intervals to give an algorithm
called Harmonic++ with competitive ratio 1.58889. This is about as far as we can get with this
type of algorithm: Ramanan et al. [35] showed already back in 1989 that this type of algorithm
cannot do better than 19/12 ≈ 1.58333. To be precise, they considered algorithms which satisfy
the following rules.

Define a set of values 1/3 = y0 < y1 < . . . < yh < yh+1 = 1/2. For i = 1, . . . , h, an item is of
type (1, i) if it has size in (1 − yi+1, 1 − yi), and it is of type (2, i) if it has size in (yh−i, yh−i+1).
In addition, type (1, 0) is the interval (1 − y1, 1), and type (2, 0) is the interval (yh, 1/2). Finally,
define a value λ ≤ 1/3. Items are of type λ if they have size at most λ. The lower bound then
holds for all algorithms which behave as follows.

1. The number of bins with one item of type (2, j) is a fixed fraction 1/m2,j of the total number
of items of this type in the input.

2. Bins contain only combinations of types that are guaranteed to fit for any set of items of
these types. That is, no bin contains type (1, i) and type (2, j) for i+ j ≤ h, i ≥ 0, j ≥ 0.

3. No bin contains an item of type λ together with any of the other defined types.

Note that there are no restrictions on how items with size in the interval (λ, 1/3] are packed; they
may even be combined with other types in one bin.

For such algorithms, we consider 2h+ 1 possible inputs, shown in Figure 1. In all cases, there
will be one item of some type (1, i), one (2, j) item, and many very small items (sand) of type λ
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to fill up the bin. Each item mentioned in the previous sentence actually arrives N times for some
large N , hence for every list, we have that the optimal cost is N for every input. Since the algorithm
must deal with all of these inputs using the same fixed fractions 1/m2,j , the lower bound follows.
(We get 2h+1 inequalities for the 2h+2 variables {yi}h

i=1
, {m2,j}h

j=1
, λ, and the competitive ratio.

We minimize the competitive ratio so that all inequalities are satisfied.)
It seems very difficult to improve on this type of algorithm. It is tempting to e.g. try and

combine items together whenever they fit. For instance, if we have an item of size 1−yj + ε and an
item of size yj−ε for some j ∈ {1, . . . , h} and very small ε, we would like to be able to combine them
in one bin. But any algorithm as described above will fail to do this. If we change the algorithm
to allow for these kind of combinations, it means that the output is no longer based purely on the
type of an item but also on its exact size. Then the analysis framework which was used before will
no longer work, since it analyzes inputs based only on the types of the items in it.

Another idea would be to try and combine some large types of items (e.g. type (1, 1), or a newly
defined subtype of (1, 0)) with the smallest type of items. Currently, the smallest type is packed
completely separate from the rest of the input. This means that the bins containing these items
are almost completely full, but if large items arrive later, it could be better to anticipate them and
keep some bins with a few small items ready. This idea was used in an online bin packing algorithm
that uses resource augmentation [20], but it is unclear whether it can also help in the standard
setting. In any event, by the lower bound construction of Ramanan et al. [35] it seems to be more
important to pack relatively large items well.

General lower bounds How well can unbounded space algorithms do in general? Yao showed
that no online algorithm has performance ratio less than 3

2
[41]. Brown and Liang independently

improved this lower bound to 1.53635 [9, 34], using the sequence (1). We now no longer have
the property that items of different sizes in this sequence are necessarily packed into different bins,
because the algorithm may keep many bins open for future items. Still this kind of sequence appears
to give the best lower bounds. Van Vliet showed how to use the input defined by (1) to prove a
lower bound of 1.54014. Van Vliet set up a linear programming formulation to define all possible
online algorithms for this input to prove the lower bound.

This input appeared to be “optimal” to make life hard for online algorithms: the smallest items
arrive first, and the input is constructed in such a way that each item is as large as possible given
the larger items (that are defined first). Surprisingly however, in 2010 Balogh et al. [4] managed
to prove a lower bound of 248/161 ≈ 1.54037 using a slight modification of the input. Instead of
using 1/43 as the fourth item size, they use 1/49. We then get the following input:

N ×
(

1

2
+ ε

)

, N ×
(

1

3
+ ε

)

, N ×
(

1

7
+ ε

)

, N ×
(

1

49
+ ε

)

, N ×
(

1

343
+ ε

)

, . . . (2)

For the input that consists only of the first four phases of this input, the resulting lower bound
is now slightly lower than before, but this is more than compensated by the next items. Other
variations of this input sequence do not seem to give higher bounds. Can we do better, or perhaps
show a lower bound for a wider class of instances than Ramanan et al. [35] considered?

All lower bound constructions that we have seen are of a very specific type. There are a few
different sizes in the input, each item arrives N times for some large N . Items typically arrive
in order from small to large and the only uncertainty that the online algorithm is faced with is
the question of when the input ends. Basically, the online algorithm ”knows” the entire input in
advance, just not how much of it will actually arrive.
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More on bounded space algorithms A problem with the lower bound analysis for bounded
space algorithms above is that it also holds for offline bounded space algorithms and for algorithms
that use exponential time. There is no good packing for this sequence which can be achieved
using bounded space. It is natural to instead compare the performance of online bounded space
algorithms to the best possible offline bounded space algorithm.

Chrobak et al. [12] defined the k-bounded-space ratio, which compares an online algorithm A
to a k-bounded space offline algorithm optk, that has at most k bins open at any time. The
authors show that for this measure, it is not possible to give a 2-bounded PTAS, or even a 2-
bounded approximation algorithm with approximation ratio below 5/4. They give a 2-bounded
offline algorithm with approximation ratio 3/2 + ε, and also showed a surprising result that it is
NP-hard to distinguish between inputs that require 4 bins to pack and those that require 6 bins to
pack in the optimal 2-bounded solution.

For online 2-bounded space algorithms, they showed a lower bound on this ratio of 4/3. They
also mention that Epstein and Levin afterwards improved this lower bound to 3/2. Since Csirik
and Johnson showed that the version of Best Fit which uses only two open bins has asymptotic
worst case ratio of 1.7 [14], this shows that its 2-bounded space ratio is in the interval [1.5, 1.7],
since optk(I) ≥ opt(I) for any input I. Decreasing the gap here is an interesting open problem.

Best Fit places each new item into the fullest bin which can accomodate it. In a forthcoming
paper, Sgall [38] analyzed a class of algorithms he calls Good Fit, which pack items according to
the following rules:

1. Pack the item into some bin which is more than 1/2 full;

2. If there is no such bin, pack it into some bin where it fits;

3. Else, open a new bin.

Additionally, these algorithms close bins according to the following rules. If there are at least three
open bins, the algorithm can close a bin except the one possibly just opened for a new item that
satisfies

1. The bin is at least 5/6 full;

2. If there is no such bin, the bin to be closed must be at least 2/3 full;

3. If there is no such bin either, a bin must be at least 1/2 full to be closed.

The Best Fit algorithm never closes any bin and always uses the fullest bin possible to pack an
item, thus it is a Good Fit algorithm. Sgall [38] shows that all Good Fit algorithms (including
k-bounded space ones) use at most �1.7 · opt(I) + 0.7� ≤ �1.7 · opt(I)� bins, improving and
generalizing the upper bound of �1.7 · opt(I)� by Garey et al. [22].

1.1 Variations

Dynamic bin packing It is natural to consider the version of the problem where items may
also depart. In this case, as we saw above with bounded space algorithms, there are two possible
optimal solutions that we can compare the performance of an online algorithm with: one that is
allowed to repack items and can give the globally optimal solution at any time, and one that like
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the online algorithm cannot repack. Most results are for the version where the optimal solution
can repack items.

This problem was first considered by Coffman, Garey and Johnson [13]. They gave an upper
bound of 2.897 for First Fit and a tight upper bound of 2.788 for Modified First Fit, as well
as a lower bound of 2.388. This lower bound was improved to 2.428 by Chan et al. [10] and then
to 2.5 by Chan et al. [11]. This last lower bound even holds if the offline optimal algorithm is not
allowed to repack items.

A special case of interest for this problem is that of unit fraction items, where each item has
size of the form 1/i for some integer i. This problem was introduced by Bar-Noy et al. [6] as a
generalized version of windows scheduling (WS): given a sequence of n positive integers w1, . . . , wn

called windows, that are associated with n equal-length information pages (requests), the goal is
to schedule all the pages on broadcasting channels such that the gap between two consecutive
appearances of page i on the channel is at most wi slots, where a slot is the time to broadcast one
page.

WS is not the same as unit fraction bin packing (UFBP) as can be seen from the input {2, 3, 6}.
The three items 1/2, 1/3, 1/6 can be packed together in one bin, but there is no schedule of these
pages for WS that uses only one channel. In general, windows scheduling without migration is
therefore a restricted version of UFBP. UFBP can be seen as a fractional version of WS that
measures the power of unlimited preemptions: it demonstrates what can be achieved when a
request is not necessarily transmitted nonpreemptively in one slot, but can instead be partioned
into small segments.

Chan et al. [10] showed that First Fit has a competitive ratio at most 2.4942 and at least 2.45
for unit fraction bin packing.

Since items may depart, it seems reasonable to allow the online algorithm to repack some items.
This is the fully dynamic bin packing problem introduced by Ivkovič and Lloyd [29], who showed a
lower bound of 4/3 for any online algorithm that can only repack a constant number of items per
step. This lower bound was improved to 1.3871 by Balogh et al. [5].

Bin packing with rejection In many applications, it is possible to refuse to pack an item. This
rejection needs to be compensated, and costs some given amount for each item, which is called the
rejection cost (or rejection penalty) of the item. In an application where bins are disks and items
are files to be saved on these disks, the rejection cost of a file is the cost of transferring it to be
saved on alternative media. In another application, where bins are storage units, a rejection cost
is paid to a disappointed customer whose goods cannot be stored.

Dosa and He [16] were the first to consider the problem of minimizing the sum of rejection costs
of rejected items and bins needed to pack accepted items. Epstein [18] showed that the Harmonic
algorithm can be extended to deal with rejections while still maintaining the same asymptotic
competitive ratio, implying that it remains optimal. She also gave an extension of Modified
Harmonic [35] with a ratio of 1.61562, and an asymptotic polynomial time approximation scheme
for the offline problem.

Cardinality constraints The classical bin packing problem assumes no limit on the number of
items which may be packed into a single bin. In practice, many applications require such a bound
either due to overheads or additional constraints that are not modeled. For example, a disk cannot
keep more than a certain number of files, even if these files are indeed very small. A processor
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cannot run more than a given number of tasks during a given time, even if all tasks are very short.
The problem where there is a given bound k > 1 on the number of items which can coexist in one
bin is called bin packing with cardinality constraints.

Epstein [17] showed that the Harmonic algorithm can also be extended to deal with cardinality
constraints. Her extension achieves the best possible competitive ratio for bounded space algorithms
for any k > 1. This competitive ratio is growing as a function of k and surprisingly tends to
1+h∞ ≈ 2.69103 (instead of h∞ as one might expect as k tends to infinity). She also gave optimal
algorithms (for any k) for variable-sized and resource augmented bin packing with cardinality
constraints. Note that the competitive ratio of Harmonic itself only tends to h∞ from above as
the number of used classes grows, and Harmonic is not optimal for small numbers of open bins.

Resource augmentation The standard competitive analysis sometimes gives results that are
too negative. One way around this that has been suggested is to use resource augmentation: give
the online algorithm more power (in this case, larger bins) than the offline algorithm that it is
compared to. Both bounded space [15] and unbounded space [20] algorithms have been considered
in this framework. Boyar et al. [8] analyzed Next Fit and Worst Fit with resource augmentation
and showed that Worst Fit has a strictly better asymptotic competitive ratio than Next Fit for
any online bin size in the open interval (1,2), whereas they are the same for larger bin sizes and for
bins of size 1. This supports the intuition that Worst Fit should be better than Next Fit, since
Worst Fit never opens a new bin if an existing bin can still be used. However, both algorithms
have an asymptotic competitive ratio of 2.

2 Strip packing

In this problem, the items are rectangles, and we are given a strip of width 1 and unbounded height.
The goal is to pack all the items without overlap and minimize the maximum height used by any
item. This problem is closely related to job scheduling on parallel machines in the setting where
each job requires some fixed number of parallel machines to be processed. The difference is that
in scheduling, it usually does not matter which machines are used, whereas in strip packing, items
must be placed in the strip in one piece.

Han et al. [24] showed that strip packing is essentially the same as (one-dimensional) bin packing
in the sense that we can achieve exactly the same results, both offline and online. However, this is
only true if we use the asymptotic performance ratio as our performance measure. For the absolute
competitive ratio (i.e., we do not allow an additive constant), Hurink and Paulus [28] and Ye et
al. [42] independently showed an upper bound of 7/2+

√
10 ≈ 6.6623. This improves and generalizes

a previous result of Baker and Schwarz [3], who had the additional restriction that all items have
height at most 1. Both algorithms are shelf algorithms. A shelf algorithm uses a one-dimensional
bin packing algorithm A and a parameter α ∈ (0, 1). Items are classified by height: an item is in
class s if its height is in the interval (αs−1, αs]. Each class is packed in separate shelves, where
we use A to fill a shelf and open a new shelf when necessary. Note that the algorithm A is not
necessarily on-line. See Figure 2 for an illustration of a shelf algorithm.

The new algorithm is fairly straightforward: it packs items of width more than 1/2 in dedicated
shelves, and packs other items using First Fit into shelves with geometrically rounded heights.
Can we do better, for instance by not using shelves?
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Figure 2: A packing using shelves

Brown, Baker and Katseff [2] showed a lower bound of 2 for the absolute competitive ratio of
any online algorithm. Their idea was to construct an alternating sequence of thin and blocking
items. Thin items have negligible width and can all be packed next to eachother in an optimal
solution. Blocking items have width 1. The height of each item is chosen in such a way that it
must be packed above all previous items. For the thin items, this means that each new height is
more than the distance between any two previous blocking items. For blocking items, the heights
are such that no blocking item fits between a previous blocking item and a thin item.

The analysis of the lower bound implied by this input sequence was improved to 2.25 by Jo-
hannes [30], 2.43 by Hurink and Paulus [27], and finally to 2.457 by Kern and Paulus [32], who also
showed that there is an algorithm with a matching competitive ratio for this input. This algorithm
creates no gaps in the packing except under the first thin item and above the second thin item.
These gaps are chosen to be as large as possible while remaining 2.457-competitive.

Harren and Kern [26] modified the input of Brown et al. [2] by releasing slowly growing thin
items instead of one thin item between two blocking items. The thin items start at the previous
height and grow until they have the next height of the above input. Thus, the online algorithm can
choose to place some thin items next to previous thin items, but the effect of this is that the gaps
above and below these thin items become smaller, so that in the end the next blocking item does not
have to be quite as high as in the original construction, increasing the implied lower bound. Using
this construction, they proved that no online algorithm can be better than 2.589-competitive, and
they gave an online algorithm for packing this type of input (consisting only of thin and blocking
items) with competitive ratio (3 +

√
5)/2 ≈ 2.618. Hence, improving the lower bound significantly

will require new ideas; to my mind, the upper bound should have more room for improvement.

A variation: items appear from the top A “Tetris like” online model was studied in a few
papers. This is similar to strip packing, however, in this model, a rectangle cannot be placed
directly in its designated area, but it arrives from the top as in the Tetris game, and should be
moved continuously around only in the free space until it reaches its place, (see figure 3), and then
cannot be moved again.

In [1], the model was introduced by Azar and Epstein. In that paper, both the rotatable and the
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Figure 3: The process of packing an item in the “Tetris like” model

oriented models were studied. For the rotatable model, a 4-approximation algorithm was designed.
For the special case where the input consists only of squares, this was improved to 34/13 ≈ 2.6154
by Fekete et al. [21] using a slot-based algorithm. This algorithm divides the strip into one slot of
width 1, two slots of width 1/2, four slots of width 1/4 etc. For each item, we first round up its
size to the first (negative) power of 2. Then, the item is placed greedily into the slot where it can
be placed the lowest by moving it down along the left boundary of the slot until another square or
the bottom of the strip is reached.

The situation for the oriented problem is more difficult, as no algorithm with constant approx-
imation ratio exists for unrestricted inputs. If the width of all items is bounded below by ε and/or

bounded above by 1 − ε, Azar and Epstein [1] showed a lower bound of Ω(
√

log 1

ε ) on the perfor-
mance ratio of any online algorithm for any deterministic or randomized algorithm. Restricting the
width, they designed an O(log 1

ε )-approximation algorithm.

3 Two-dimensional bin packing

The general approach for this problem has been the following. Use two one-dimensional bin packing
algorithms A and B as subtroutines. Use algorithm A to allocate items to slices of height 1 and
width determined by the type of the width of the item. (A decides which slice to use for any given
item, and when to open a new slice.) Use algorithm B to allocate slices to bins based on the type
of their width. We call the resulting algorithm A × B. It can be slightly improved by flipping a
coin at the start of execution and choosing with equal probability between A×B and B×A. This
algorithm is denoted by A⊗B.

Ideally, we would like to use the algorithm Harmonic++ both as algorithm A and algorithm
B, because it is the best one-dimensional bin packing algorithm that we know. Hopefully, the
competitive ratio of Harmonic++⊗ Harmonic++would be 1.588892 = 2.5245. However, it is not
at all clear how to analyze this algorithm and prove this upper bound. Indeed, the best algorithm
that was analyzed earlier [37] uses Harmonic in one dimension and Improved Harmonic in
the other. Recently, Han et al. [23] managed to analyze the algorithm Harmonic⊗SH+, where
SH+ is an instance of a Super Harmonic algorithm, using a clever modification of the previous
technique to upper bound the maximum weight that can be packed into a single bin. With this
they improved the upper bound from 2.66013 to 2.5545.

Note that the best known lower bound for this problem is only 1.907 by Blitz, van Vliet,
Woeginger [7], which is an unpublished (and now lost [40]) manuscript. This should be an open
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invitation to anybody to recreate or improve this bound, as well as the bounds for higher dimensions
from the same manuscript! The gap between the upper and lower bounds remains relatively large
to this day, and it is unclear how to improve either of them significantly. Note that in particular, it
should most likely be possible to prove lower bounds for Harmonic-based algorithms as described
above (that use versions of Harmonic in both dimensions) which are significantly higher than the
general lower bounds, mirroring the situation in one dimension.

An interesting special case is where all items are squares (or cubes). Han et al. [25] presented
another Super Harmonic algorithm to improve the upper bounds for online square (2.1187) and
cube (2.6161) packing. For these problems, previously Improved Harmonic algorithms had been
used [19]. The lower bounds for square and cube packing remain at 1.6406 and 1.6680 [19]. Can
we improve them, for instance for Harmonic-like algorithms?
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